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The questions of reaction mechanism in projectile fragmentation has been long standing.
, 1 2 16 At relativistic energies w1th C and 0 projectiles, both the abrasion-ablation calculations and models of projectile excitation followed by statistical decay adequately describe the isotope distributions. l ,2 Further, it has been pointed out that there is an exact formal degeneracy between such models with regards to the fragment d ' , , 3 momentum 1str1but1ons. Recent data for a heavier projectile and lower energy ( 40 Ar, 213 MeV/nucleon) however, seem to favor a fast abrasion stage from relative isotopic and elemental yields.
4 We report here in the first heavy fragment studies in the 100 MeV/nucleon region, an apparent anisotropy between Pl and PU.lncorporating the dispersion due to orbital deflection of the 160 projectile by the combined Coulomb-nuclear field of the target with the usual dispersion due to the Fermi motion, we find good agreement with the Pl distributions. Although the present data also support either the abrasion-ablation model or the assumption of projectile excitation followed by statistical decay far from the target nucleus, better measurements at smaller Pl could discriminate between them and potentially prove to be a new tool for probing the interaction potential in the nuclear interior. We fit the energy spectra and angular distributions assuming a Gaussian distribution in both PII and PI in the projectile frame of reference:
The distributions of 0 as a function of fragment mass F are in Pl The origin of these surprisingly large widths may be understood if one notes that the projectile is subject to an orbital deflection due to its interaction with the target nucleus before fragmentation takes place.
The large fragmentation cross section implies that a wide range of impact parameters contribute to this process, and as different impact parameter will lead to different deflection angles, the orbital deflection gives an addi tional dispersion of the transverse momentum-. Clearly the additional contribution to the width of ° becomes more important the lower the Pl energy of the projectile. Upon extending the derivations of Ref. 3 to include orbital deflection, we find. Two aspects of these calculations deserve comment. The first is that for the larger fragment masses, the angular distributions are predicted to peak at a non-zero angle. Second, we observe that while our choice of potentials reproduce the average falloff of the data with angle, the calculated angular distributions are slightly wider for the lighter fragments and narrower to the heavier fragments.
To examine to what degree this behavior may. be due to an impact parameter dependence of the final fragment mass, we have alternatively performed these calculations assuming an abrasion-ablation mechanism.
Thus instead of the entire range of impact parameters (bl,R) contributing at that energy should be predominantly quanta 1 rather than dynamic.
While present data cannot distinguish between excitation followed by decay far from the target, and abrasion-ablation mechanisms, measurements into 0° will be of greatest utility for reaction d~namics. Such measurements may prove to be a useful tool in probing the nucleus-nucleus potential for deep incursions of the target and projectile.
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